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Course mechanics

• all class info, lecture slides, section slides: courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse446/19au

• discussion board: Piazza

• submitting assignment answers, grades: Gradescope

• mailling list: cse446-staff@cs.washington.edu

• Weekly section on Thursdays: Deeper understanding of lectures + Q&A
Course requirement

- 5 Assignments (50%)
- Midterm exam (20%): November 1st (tentative)
- final exam (30%): December 11th 8:30-10:20
Getting started

• Assignment 0, due Thursday Oct 3, 11:59PM
Course staff and office hours

Romain Caileri  Anirudh Canumalla  Eric Chan  Sam Gao

Leo Liu  Ivan Montero  Michael Zhang